
I support both the Small Pharmacies Group submission and the submission by Simon Sponza with 

the following additions.  

1. Caution when comparing Pharmacy against other businesses.

Pharmacy is a unique business and caution would be advised when attempting to make comparisons 

of the business of Pharmacy to other businesses in Australia. Not only does community pharmacy 

form the backbone of many communities providing the first point of contact with the health care 

system and the last line of the logistical process of physical supply of medicines to the community, 

pharmacy owners are faced with being virtually the only business where the hundreds of thousands 

of dollars worth of stock invested cannot simply be sold through recommendation from the 

Pharmacy owner. A prescription is required for the bulk of community pharmacy supply (and almost 

all PBS related supplies). Should the prescriber simply change his preferences of drug, the customer 

die or move on, the pharmacist is often left with the considerable expense of the cost of the 

medication expiring on their shelves. In other businesses models, less popular / unwanted stock can 

simply be discounted until it sells. Pharmacy owners are stuck with the medication which in stocking 

the medication in good faith for a customer may well rely on a dozen or more dispensings just to 

break even let alone make a profit on that particular line. Secondly, Pharmacy is obliged to stock 

medications right up till the day before price disclosure reductions cut the value of stock lines 

sometimes by half or more. Pharmacists are expected by the community to stock these medications. 

Big Box discount chemists capitalise on this and end up gaining the valuable business clients from 

small pharmacies each and every price disclosure reduction leading to an overall reduction in service 

and serviceability to the community of the unique benefits that small pharmacies provide over 

discount models (free deliveries, webster packing, methadone dispensing and the like)  

1. The issue of Pharmacy Approvals within Medical Centres.

I am concerned about the likelihood of collusion between doctors and pharmacies towards gaining 

PBS approvals to dispense medicines where the PBS approval is based on the number of doctors 

practising within the medical centre for potentially negative patient outcomes and higher 

unnecessary prescribing leading to overinflated PBS costings should this business model be 

permitted to continue. To explain, please allow me to provide this real world example of what has 

happened here in Redcliffe QLD.  

I recently had a tenancy at Clontarf Bayside Plaza in Redcliffe for the purposes of building a 

pharmacy next to the doctor's surgery next door when they met the minimum requirements of 8 

doctors practicing on a full-time basis of a minimum of 2 months.  

In my discussions with the group property manager (Steven O'Neill) of IPN (Independent Practice 

Network), I was informed that the IPN group had a 'fiduciary arrangement in place with the Think 

Pharmacy Group and unless I was a member of the Think Pharmacy group, even if they ever did 

reach the unlikely number of doctors, they would refuse to sign any documentation supporting my 

PBS approval'. Robert Allen from the Think Pharmacy Group grabbed me at the end of a Pharmacy 

Guild meeting in Brisbane and all but threatened me that I was about to have 'a problem' with the 
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Approval for a pharmacy on the basis of a medical practice should be an arms length process from 

the doctors, where the requirements being met are assessed by way of medicare claim records of 

doctors practicing at that location and not a mere wave of a magical wand by way of statutory 

declaration by the practice manager issued to whomever pharmacist has a fiduciary arrangement 

with the medical practice which may well include the unnecessary prescribing of prescriptions 

adding to the costs of the health care system in order for doctors to make secretively agreed 

prescription quotas with the aim of rental kickbacks to doctors.  

 

   

2. PBS claimable pricing for concession card holders vs. non-concession card

holders. 

It is well known in the industry that Chemist Warehouse utilises the benefits of PBS concession card 

holders to bolster the viability of medicine supply. My Pharmacy is not a Chemist Warehouse and as 

such I don't expect to receive the same trading terms, product discounts etc. from my suppliers as 

that Chemist Warehouse has negotiated, just because I also happen to own a pharmacy.  

Similarly, Chemist Warehouse are not Pharmacy Guild members and should not be entitled to the 

same PBS claimable benefits that have been negotiated in Guild-Government agreements just 

because they happen to own a pharmacy. Providing open ended PBS terms to any pharmacy with a 

PBS approval when they havent negotiated the deal is absurd. What should happen and how should 

the government pay the likes of Chemist Warehouse for PBS subsidised medicines?  

What is the solution? What is the precedence for the solution? 

The solution is simplicity itself. The government should only have to pay the same dispensing fee etc. 

that they themselves advertise to the public and not a cent more. 

In instances where discount pharmacies advertise (or are known to sell) PBS medicines at a certain 

price to the public (without concession cards), that same group should be prohibited from charging 

the government more for the same dispensed medicine, just because the patient has a concession 

card.  

The government should be expected to pay no more than the very same amount they advertise (or 

are known to sell) that PBS medicine to the general (non-concessional) public.  



e.g. Amoxycillin 500mg Caps 20's 

Price paid by General patient $5.20 

Price paid by Government for Safety Net Concession Card Holder (after patient payment of $5.20) = 

$6.69 

Price paid by Government to Safety Net Entitlement Card Holder = $11.89 

The PBS should only pay the advertised (or price known to sell by periodic submission of average 

dispensary non-concessional PBS price data) dispensed fees.  

Put simply, if Chemist Warehouse it going to state is Australia's Cheapest Chemist, it should be 

Australias Cheapest Chemist not just for the public, but also the taxpayer / government purse.  

3. Multiple Pharmacy Ownership by Pharmacy Groups & Interests by Non-

Pharmacist (Corporate) entities. 

Chemist Warehouse and other discount chains have managed to thrive in our current environment 

against the laws surrounding the number of pharmacies a pharmacist may own in each state in 

Australia.  

In addition, Ramsay Healthcare has entered the Pharmacy (PBS approved) market against the 

current laws requiring ownership of the pharmacy by Pharmacists only and the Pharmacy Guild has 

no power to make their complaints to the Pharmacy Board bear any weight in spite of the fact that 

the Pharmacy Guild negotiates the very PBS dispensing fees these non-pharmacist (or pharmacists 

acting illegally owning more pharmacies than permitted by law) allow.  

What is the solution? What is the precedence for the solution? 

For a pharmacy to maintain PBS approval each year a pharmacy should need to support their 






